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Introduction
Our study focuses on meta-analysis of microarray datasets for differential expression analysis, and our goal
is to prioritize genes that show consistent differential expression across studies. We exploit the weighted
hypothesis testing framework proposed by Genovese et al. (2006) and study the use of weights that assess
between-study heterogeneity.

The Weighted Hypothesis Testing Approach
The weighted hypothesis testing framework (Genovese et al., 2006) incorporates prior information about
the hypothesis in the form of p-value weights. The procedure is as follows: first assign weights Wi > 0
to the ith null hypothesis such that W̄ = 1; then compute qi = pi/Wi for each i, where pi’s are the un-
weighted p-values; and last, apply the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) procedure to the qi’s.
For our meta-analysis, we consider S studies to be combined. Let pgs be the p-value for the t-test between
treatment and control for gene g, study s. By Fisher’s combined probability test, let X2

g = −2
∑

s log (pgs),
and obtain the p-values by pg = P (χ2

2S > X2
g ), which serves as our un-weighted p-values for each gene.

The weighted hypothesis testing method is then applied, where the weights are based on measures of
between-study heterogeneity. Genes with homogeneous expression patterns across the studies are as-
signed larger weights, resulting in smaller adjusted p-values, thus more likely to be found significant.

Four Weighting Schemes Based on Between-Study Heterogeneity
1. Using the I2 Index as Weight
Let Tgs be the t-statistic for gene g, study s. The Q-statistic (Cochran, 1954) for gene g is defined as Qg =∑

s (Tgs − T̄g)2. The I2 index (Higgins et al., 2002) for gene g is I2g =
Qg−(S−1)

Qg
if Qg > S − 1 and defined

to be 0 if Qg ≤ S − 1. Therefore a large I2g corresponds to higher heterogeneity for that gene, in which case
we wish to down-weight. Define U1g = (I2 + 10−5)−1 and the corresponding weights W1g = U1g/Ū1g .
2. Using I2 and Accounting for Direction of Change
Define Cg = min{

∑
s I{Tgs>0},

∑
s I{Tgs<0}}/S for gene g. Small values of Cg indicate that most studies

display a change of the same direction between treatment and control, while large values of Cg indicate a
strong disagreement. Define U2g = W1g/(Cg + 0.01) and the corresponding weights W2g = U2g/Ū2g , then
genes that show discordant directions of change would be further down-weighted.
3. Using Correlation as Weight – Paired Correlation
For a pair of studies, let xki (1 ≤ i ≤ nk) and yki (1 ≤ i ≤ mk) be the expression value of gene g for class
k (k = 0, 1), sample i of the first study and the second study respectively. We create two paired sample
vectors in the form of:

(x01, · · · , x01, · · · , x0n0 , · · · , x0n0 , x11, · · · , x11, · · · , x1n1 , · · · , x1n1 )

(y01, · · · , y0m0 , · · · , y01, · · · , y0m0 , y11, · · · , y1m1 , · · · , y11, · · · , y1m1 )

and use the sample correlation of these two sample vectors, denoted by ρ, as our measurement of the
expression correlation between the two studies. Calculate ρgss′ for each gene g and each pair of studies s
and s′. LetU3g = | 2

S(S−1)
∑

1≤s<s′≤S ρgss′ |10 be the mean correlation and letW3g = U3g/Ū3g be the weights.
4. Using Correlation as Weight – Pooled Correlation
Similar to above, we construct paired samples for all the studies at once (instead of for a pair of studies), by
pooling all the control samples from the S studies and taking all possible pairs of samples from this pool,
and do the same thing for the treatment samples. Suppose there are a total of N0 control samples and N1

treatment samples from all the studies. The resulting paired sample vectors are in the form of:

(x01, ..., x01, ..., x0N0 , ..., x0N0 , x11, ..., x11, ..., x1N1 , ..., x1N1 )

(x02, ..., x0N0
, ..., x01, ..., x0(N0−1), x12, ..., x1N1

, ..., x11, ..., x1(N1−1))

Let λg be the sample correlation between these two sample vectors for gene g. Let U4g = |λg|10 and
construct corresponding weights W4g = U4g/Ū4g .

Simulation Results
We simulated ten studies to be combined and a total of 2000 genes. 100 genes were assigned to each of the following
scenarios: differential expression in all 10 studies, in 6 of the studies, 3 of the studies and 1 study only. Another 100
genes were assigned to differentially express in 4 of the studies, but differential expression are of different directions.
Three ROC curves are shown below. For the first plot, "true" is defined as genes that are differentially expressed in all
10 studies; for the second column, "true" is DE in at least 6 of the studies; for the third plot, "true" is DE in at least 4
studies, in which case genes that display change of different directions among studies is also considered "true".
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The first two plots show that if our goal is to detect consensus differential expression among studies, weighted p-
value methods work better when the false positive rate (or type I error rate) is controlled at a low level. Out of the
four weighting schemes, the two based on expression correlation are more powerful than the two based on the I2

index, and the "mean paired correlation" weighting scheme shows the best performance. The third plot shows that
the weighted methods have less power in detecting genes that display inconsistent direction of change. This is to be
expected since the aim of our methods was to detect consistent behavior, and these results reinforces the effectiveness
of our methods for this goal.

Application to Stem Cell Data
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We applied the methods to a set of microarray data studies from four stem cell papers
(Chin et al., 2009, Guenther et al., 2010, Newman and Cooper, 2010 and Chin et al.,
2010). We focus on differential expression analysis between human induced pluripo-
tent stem (hiPS) cells and human embryonic stem (hES) cells, for 9 studies, 54675 fea-
tures. We applied the Fisher’s combined probability test as well as the weighted p-
value methods using the four different weighting schemes. The Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure was then applied, controlling the false discovery rate at the 0.05 level. The
first plot shows a Venn diagram of the overlapping of the significant features found by
using the four different weighting schemes. We also performed the RankProd method
by Hong et al. (2006) on this set of data, also controlling the false discovery rate at
the 0.05 level. The second plot shows a Venn diagram comparing the significant fea-
tures found by using the RankProd method, the unweighted Fisher’s method and the
weighted methods.
We performed functional annotation clustering analysis for the top feature lists produced by each of the four weighted
methods and also Fisher’s method to investigate the enrichment of biological functions. The enriched functions in-
clude blood vessel development, extracellular matrix, bone development, regulation of cell motion, cell adhesion, etc..
The enrichment scores of the significant functions appear to be much higher for the weighted methods based on ex-
pression correlation, especially for the "pooled correlation" weighting scheme, further supporting the effectiveness of
our proposed methods.
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